FreeFit™ height adjustable tables allow you to incorporate healthy movement into your workday. Move freely from sitting to standing to support the task at hand. FreeFit has a “whisper quiet” sound insulation option that makes adjustments as quiet as a library. The table can be used individually or in conjunction with Global desks.
Freedom to fit anywhere

The freestanding, universal design of FreeFit integrates easily into an array of workplace layouts. A mobile option with casters adapts to today's flexible office configurations.

Rectangular table shown in Designer White top with Designer White legs.
See how it works

Table operates at 1.5” per second

Extensive finishes ensure FreeFit adapts into any environment

Dual actuator system with a motor driving each leg

3-stage range of 22.57” - 48.75” (26.18” travel) for taller users

2-stage range of 26.91” - 45.2” (18.29” travel)

Standard Range

Extended Range

24” and 30” D tops
Available in 34”, 40”, 46”, 52”, 58”, 64” or 70” W

Powder coated bases are available in Designer White, Black or Tungsten

Open base design without crossbars

Optional casters available for mobile use

Shown in White Chocolate top and Designer White frame.
It’s in the details

PET Felt wrap around divider provides privacy for more concentrated work.

Options

- Digital handset
- Wire cable tray
- PET Felt divider with connector

Legs and feet

- C-foot (recommended for 90° configurations)
- 2-stage leg
- 3-stage leg
- Dual wheel casters
- T-foot

Add a return and third leg kit to create an L workstation.
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